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Figure 1. We explore gaze and touch input for tablet interaction during grip, e.g. to enable the user to scroll a webpage with direct-touch (a), and
temporally use a cursor to click hyperlinks (b) with the same hand. A two-handed grip allows a comfortable two-thumb based zoom, while the zoom
location is specified with gaze (c). Our gallery application allows users to open an image simply by looking at it and a tap from the gripping hand (d).
Or, to drag images through direct-touch, while users indirectly scroll the view they look at (e). The red circle indicates the user’s gaze in all figures.

ABSTRACT

INTRODUCTION

We explore how gaze can support touch interaction on tablets.
When holding the device, the free thumb is normally limited
in reach, but can provide an opportunity for indirect touch input. Here we propose gaze and touch input, where touches
redirect to the gaze target. This provides whole-screen reachability while only using a single hand for both holding and
input. We present a user study comparing this technique
to direct-touch, showing that users are slightly slower but
can utilise one-handed use with less physical effort. To enable interaction with small targets, we introduce CursorShift,
a method that uses gaze to provide users temporal control
over cursors during direct-touch interactions. Taken together,
users can employ three techniques on tablets: direct-touch,
gaze and touch, and cursor input. In three applications, we
explore how these techniques can coexist in the same UI and
demonstrate how tablet tasks can be performed with thumbonly input of the holding hand, and with it describe novel
interaction techniques for gaze based tablet interaction.

Previous work showed that gaze can provide interaction benefits in the context of interactive multi-touch surfaces [19,
20, 25, 30, 31]. A more popular and established multi-touch
surface is a tablet, which provides a different challenge because of its portability. The multi-touch capabilities are affected by how users naturally hold the device. While holding,
the thumb can theoretically add touch input, but is limited in
reach [18, 29, 34]. With eye tracker integration on mobile devices becoming increasingly feasible [3, 23, 28], we explore
how gaze can enhance touch interaction of the hand that holds
the device.
We propose combined gaze and touch input on tablets, where
touch input of the thumb is redirected to the gaze target.
This provides whole-screen reachability with utilising a single hand for both holding and input. For instance, a directtouch selection task can involve both hands: one hand holds
the device, the other hand selects a target. Using gaze and
touch, users can simply point their gaze at the target, and use
the thumb of the holding hand to select the target. We conducted a user study comparing direct-touch to a previously
introduced gaze and touch technique [19] in a homescreen
based tapping task. Results show that gaze and touch was
only slightly slower, but easily allowed one-handed singlethumb use on the whole screen with less physical effort.
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In other applications, however, small targets can be difficult
to select as our study also indicated that gaze has lower accuracy than direct-touch input. We aimed at support of precise touchpad-like cursor input, which is difficult because cursor dragging and direct-touch scrolling gestures conflict with
each other. We therefore developed CursorShift, a method to
temporally activate a cursor. The cursor activates at the user’s
gaze position when issuing a tap from the grip position, and
deactivates after another tap which is also used to perform a
‘click’ on the cursor’s target. This technique is particularly
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In particular, we leverage two previously introduced techniques in our work:

useful in browsers. Users can comfortably scroll a webpage
using the thumb with the hand that holds the device (Figure
1a). Then, if the user wants to select a hyperlink, the user can
utilise the same finger to instance a cursor, drag it precisely,
and click the link (b).

• Gaze-touch [19], a technique based on the division of
labour ‘gaze selects, touch manipulates’. Users look at a
target, touch down from anywhere to select and manipulate it.

With the three techniques direct-touch, gaze and touch, and
cursor input potentially available, we explore how these techniques combine and their potential utility in three applications. In our browser application, we show that, in addition
to interleaved scrolling and clicking, users can utilise gaze
and touch to rapidly interact with the browser menu and the
virtual keyboard. In our maps application, we show gazeenhanced navigation techniques that, for example, allow users
to choose the zooming target with their gaze when using a
comfortable two-handed grip (Figure 1c). In our gallery application, we show how opening and closing images is simplified (d), gaze based scrolling, and how these techniques
complement image dragging actions (e). Collectively, the interaction examples demonstrate how tablet interactions can
be performed with single-finger, single-hand, and single-grip
input, indicating that that the introduction of gaze on tablets
can make tablet devices easier to use.

• Gaze-shifting [20], a technique to switch touch input between direct and indirect input. When users touch down
where they look, it is processed as direct-touch. When
users touch offset from their gaze, it is processed as indirect touch on the visual target (i.e., a gaze-touch).
Tablet Interaction

Researchers analysed the grip and reach issue of mobile devices [2, 18, 29, 34, 35]. For tablets in particular, users often
employ diverse sets of grip, whether one- or two handed [11,
32]. During grip, the thumb is theoretically freely available
for input — however quite limited in reach [18, 34].
To support interactions while holding the device, the user interface can be adapted to the finger’s (or grip’s) position by
bringing remote UI elements to their vicinity. Relevant UI
elements can be placed near common grip locations, to ease
reach [32]. Grip sensing approaches detect position and posture of the grip on the device, and enable automatic placement of UI elements to it [4, 9, 10, 17]. For example, the
GripSense system [9] uses motion sensing to detect handedness on a smartphone, and responds with appropriate thumbonly interaction techniques. Overall, these approaches enhance unimanual input and alleviate thumb-reach issues, but
are limited to a fixed amount of UI elements.

Our contributions are as follows. First, we present a user
study comparing direct-touch to a previously introduced gaze
and touch based method in a tablet tapping task. Second, we
introduce CursorShift as a method that enables switching between direct-touch and an indirect cursor. Third, we present
three applications that describe how input of the direct-touch,
gaze and touch, and cursor combine in the same UI, demonstrate the potential utility of gaze, and with it introduce novel
interaction techniques for tablet devices. Our work also
shows that by introducing gaze we can reduce physical effort,
and combine them for novel bimanual techniques.

As another approach, users can employ indirect input techniques from the grip position to interact with remote objects
on the screen. A simple indirect method is controlling a cursor with an on-screen touchpad. More advanced techniques
are inverse cursors (e.g., MagStick [24]) or miniature interaction areas (e.g., ThumbSpace [14]), but normally these techniques conflict with the direct-touch enabled display. Indirect
touch techniques are usually slower than direct-touch, but allow reaching the whole screen [34]. To avoid conflicts with
direct-touch input, indirect touch needs some kind of splitting interaction to direct/indirect input. E.g. by using special
gestures such edge-swipe or ‘large touch’ [15], or placing indirect input areas on the back of the device [1, 33]. However,
while resolving the conflict, these methods constrain to specific gestures and fixed areas. Instead, we investigate indirect
input by gaze as it can be used complementary to direct-touch
in the same area [19, 20].

RELATED WORK
Gaze and Touch Interaction

Gaze was initially used to support mouse cursor interaction,
such as Zhai et al’s MAGIC technique [37] that warps the
cursor to the user’s gaze position in order to eliminate large
portions of cursor dragging. Researchers extended MAGIC
to the touch modality, which allows refining inaccurate gaze
cursors with precise touch dragging [6, 20, 26]. Our proposed
CursorShift technique is based on the MAGIC principle: at
tap, a cursor appears at the user’s gaze. It is different as it
does not improve cursor dragging per se — CursorShift is a
method that enables temporal activation of a cursor for integration with direct-touch.

Eye tracking is becoming increasingly feasible on mobile
devices [3, 12, 28, 36]. The potential of gaze-only input was
explored in mobile user interfaces for watches [8], phones [5,
7], and tablets [23]. We continue this direction with a focus
on combined gaze and touch interaction on tablets for its rich
expressive possibilities.

Researchers extensively studied combined gaze and touch input on interactive surfaces [19, 21, 26, 30]. On the same user
interface, systems can integrate intelligent methods to enable
both direct-touch and gaze and touch input [19, 20, 25, 31].
Studies on large displays indicate that users perform comparably whether using direct or gaze and touch [21, 22, 30], and
found qualitative benefits such as remote, occlusion-free input or avoidance of the fat-finger issue [21, 22, 27, 30]. This
motivated us to investigate gaze and touch in a tablet context.
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tions with the free thumb of this hand. Due to the inaccuracy
of eye trackers we used a target snapping mechanism based
on previous work [19, 31]. The target which center was closest to the system’s gaze estimate is highlighted with a yellow
border, and was selected when users touch the screen. This
effectively increases the target’s size to 360px (≈3.6cm).

USER STUDY: HOMESCREEN TAPPING TASK

We conducted a controlled study on gaze and touch interaction to investigate the feasibility of the previously introduced
gaze-touch technique [19] in the new tablet context. We chose
a homescreen based interface for our study design, as they are
commonly used in tablets, and as targets are relatively large
alleviating potential gaze inaccuracy [16, 26]. We compare
two techniques: touch-only versus gaze-touch. We chose a
fixed setup, although unusual for tablet devices, to avoid potential effects on eye tracking accuracy from user movement.
The tablet is placed on a table (its integrated stand fixes a
comfortable position), and users sit on a chair in front of it (≈
55cm) during the study (Figure 2a).

Procedure: After an initial briefing, the eye tracker was calibrated to the user with the standard Tobii EyeX tool. Users
then conducted the study tasks with each technique (order
counterbalanced). Before each technique, users performed
a few training trials to become used to the technique (≈ 35 trials) and were instructed to be as fast as possible, while
still comfortable. Then, in each technique session, users performed 7 blocks. Targets appeared in random order. An additional target was used at the beginning of the block not included in the data analysis. After each block, the user can
have a small break (but normally users continued). After each
technique, users filled out a questionnaire with six Likertscale statements from 1 (strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly
agree): ‘The task with this technique was [easy to use | fast |
precise | easy to learn | comfortable for my eyes | physically
comfortable (hand, arm, shoulder, or neck)]’. After the study,
users ranked the techniques and gave qualitative feedback on
the techniques. Overall, the study lasted 15-20 minutes per
user.

Study Design and Method

System: we use a Microsoft Surface Pro 4 tablet with an attached Tobii EyeX eye tracker. The tablet has a display size
of 2736x1824 pixel (27x18 cm), runs on a i5-6300U CPU
(2.4GHz) at 8GB RAM on Windows 10, and supports up to
10 finger touch at 60Hz. The eye tracker provides gaze data at
30 Hz. A 16-point gaze accuracy test for each user, after each
study, showed an average accuracy of M=1.23◦ (≈43 px) of
visual angle (SD=.88◦ ). The software is implemented with
Java and Processing, logging temporal and spatial data of the
used modalities at 30 Hz.
Task Design: 24 targets were evenly distributed in a 6 x 4
grid on the UI, and designed to resemble a typical homescreen layout with app-like icon targets (Figure 2b). All targets were grey, the current target to be selected is red and
becomes green when successfully selected. When the wrong
target was selected, it briefly appeared blue. Each target has
a size of 160x160 px, i.e. 1.57x1.57 cm, and the target’s centres are 360 px offset from each other. After an error, the next
target was displayed and the missed target was repeated in
the same block to ensure equal number of successful trials.
Users performed 7 blocks per technique, overall resulting in
2 techniques × 7 blocks × 24 targets = 336 successful trials
per user.

Participants: 12 volunteers of the local university from 24
to 35 years (M=27.3, SD=4, 4 female) participated in the
study. Three users wore glasses, two were left handed. On
a scale between 1 (no experience) to 5 (Expert), they rated
themselves as well experienced with multi-touch (M=4.1,
SD=1.1), and less experienced with eye gaze interaction
(M=2.8, SD=1.2).
Results

We employed a T-Test for the statistical analysis of the following performance results. For time and accuracy measures,
only successful trials were chosen (when the correct target
was selected), for non-successful trials see error rate.

Techniques: With direct-touch, users selected a target by directly tapping on it (using their dominant hand). If the user’s
touch point was within the target’s boundaries the task was
successful. Users were allowed to use the non-dominant hand
to hold the tablet while they interacted with it. With gazetouch [19], users selected a target by looking at it and tapping
anywhere on the screen. Here users only used their dominant hand to hold the device, while they performed tap ac-

Time (Fig. 3a): The users were significantly faster with touch
(M=725ms, SD=48ms) than with the gaze-touch (M=911ms,
SD=227ms) condition (t(12)=2.8, p=.017).

Figure 3. Quantitative study results

To get further insights into temporal performance, we measured how long it took users to select the target after they
saw it. Our system detects ‘seen’ when the target closest to
the user’s gaze equals the task’s selection target. We found
that direct-touch users needed 260 ms, and with gaze-touch

Figure 2. User study: users interacted with the tablet placed on a table
(a), and performed a task that resembled homescreens of tablet UIs (b).
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Direct-touch
Gaze-touch
M
SD
M
SD
Tap time 53.2ms 14.3ms 116.8ms 79.3ms
14.8px
6.8px
4.6px
2.4px
Tap path
.14cm
.06cm
.04cm
.02cm
Table 1. Tap gestural differences between the techniques.

388 ms to finish the task after they saw it (significantly different at t(13.7)=2.6, p=.02). The major performance decrease
comes from the point after users visually acquired the target.
We then plotted the spatial relationship between gaze and target position across time in Figure 4. The Y-axis shows the
distance between gaze and target point, and the X-axis shows
the time relative to the point where users touch down (t=0).
We found users look closer to the target during the task, until
they reach a minimum at approximately the moment of touch
down. The results indicate that when using gaze-touch users
are more visually focused on the target after touch down,
whereas they already started to look away with direct-touch.
The added attention could be a factor for the increased completion time for gaze-touch.

Gestural differences: We looked at tap path and duration
differences between index finger (direct-touch) and thumb
(gaze-touch). Results are listed in Table 2. For tap path,
we found that direct-touch users significantly involve more
movement than with gaze-touch (t(11.7)=2.7, p=.019). This
difference is potentially due to the directional use of the index finger on the slightly diagonally oriented tablet. This potentially induces a minor sliding touch effect. For tap duration, we found that gaze-touch users significantly tapped for
a longer time than direct-touch users (t(13.7)=4.9, p<.001).
Possibly the thumb provides a larger touchspace and thus
could be sensed as a longer touch; second, because of
above mentioned synchronisation issue, users might touch for
longer to ensure reliable selection.

Figure 5. Likert-scale ratings

Discussion

Figure 4. Gaze-to-target distance over time, averaged across all tapping
tasks. As expected, users users initially look far away, then focus the
target. With gaze-touch, users focus on the target for longer.

This study shows that users can easily select targets with just a
single hand and use of gaze and touch modalities while holding the tablet. Most users preferred gaze-touch and found it
less physically fatiguing than direct-touch selection. These
results empirically show the potential of gaze on tablets, and

Distance-to-Target Centre (Fig. 3b): Although users were not
instructed to precisely select the centre of the target as it is the
norm in homescreens, users selected the target significantly
closer to the centre with touch (M=40px / .39cm, SD=4px /
.04cm) than with the gaze-touch (M=82px / .81cm, SD=26px
/ .26cm) condition (t(11.5)=5.5, p<.001).

Direct-touch users were about 20% faster than with gazetouch. Yet, users did not perceive this as a hard problem. This
result aligns with previous work that compared direct-touch
to other indirect techniques (e.g., 35% faster than miniature
interaction areas [34], or 55% faster than gaze-only techniques [23]). Lastly, we tested with a basic gaze selection
in this study as a baseline measure, but in future we want to
consider more intelligent selection mechanisms [16, 31].

Error rate (Fig. 3c): No significant difference was found between the touch (M=5.6%, SD=4.7%) and the gaze-touch
(M=6.3%, SD=5.7%) condition (t(22)=.28, p = .79). The error rate describes the probability that users did not select the
correct target (i.e. error trials / number of trials).

This study focused on a homescreen task that by default
comes with large targets, avoiding issues of gaze inaccuracy.
This demonstrates the potential of gaze on tablets, but
also that further study is needed to get more insights into
its general applicability on tablets. There are numerous
applications, e.g. browsing or ports of desktop applications,
that require more precise input than eye gaze can offer. In the
remainder of the paper, we will focus on how to cope with
interfaces that require finer control, and further how gaze
input integrates into existing direct-touch user interfaces.

Feedback (Fig. 5): We ran a Friedman Test on the Likertscale categories, and found no significant differences in the
categories except for physical comfort (χ2 (1)=11, p=.001).
Users perceived gaze-touch (M=4.2, SD=1) as more physically comfortable than direct-touch (M=2.1, SD=.9). This result correlates with the rankings, where 8 of 12 users favoured
gaze-touch instead of direct-touch. While only 2 users stated
they dislike gaze-touch for inaccuracy (e.g., ‘the gaze and
touch was not always 100% accurate’), 8 users preferred
gaze-touch for less physical effort and no screen occlusion
(e.g. ‘touch was tiring and putting my hand over the screen
obscured’).
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PROPERTY

DIRECT-TOUCH

Reach and grip
Accuracy
Speed
Fatigue/movement
Occlusion
Gesture possibilities

Low
Moderate
High
High
High

GAZE-TOUCH

CURSOR

(grip constraint, needs two hands)
High (Indirect input; with any grip position)
(gaze imprecision)
(fat-finger issue)
Low
High
(pixel precise)
(Drag cursor before tap)
(move hand)
Moderate (look and touch)
Low
(move hand)
Low (direct gaze or drag cursor)
(finger/hand/arm)
None
(gaze)
Minimal
(cursor)
High (e.g. tap, drag, long touch, double tap)
Moderate (drag occupied by cursor control)

Table 2. Summary of the interaction techniques’ properties.

CURSORSHIFT

COMBINING TOUCH, GAZE-TOUCH, AND CURSOR

Our study showed that thumb-only input on the whole tablet
screen is possible with gaze-touch, but also that gaze selection is potentially inaccurate. We want to support a cursor
technique on tablets for precise input. The cursor interaction
can be based on a laptop’s touchpad. Its core operation is as
follows: touch dragging moves the cursor, and a tap selects
the object under the position of the cursor. However, the cursor dragging gesture conflicts with the direct-touch scrolling
gesture for which we developed the following technique.

In summary, we can support three techniques for input on
tablets: direct-touch, gaze-touch, and cursor (Figure 8). We
now explore combinations of the three techniques in three applications: browser, maps, and image gallery. In these applications, CursorShift enables switching between direct-touch
and cursor, and gaze-shifting [20] enables switching between
direct-touch and gaze-touch.
A short characterisation of the three techniques is given in Table 2. Direct-touch allows natural, fast and precise input, but
has limited reach during grip, and is affected by occlusion
of content and the fat-finger issue [13]. Our study showed
that gaze-touch is slightly slower, less accurate, but since it
requires less movement it also had less physical effort. Complementary, a cursor allows for high-precision input but it is
slower as it requires cursor dragging. Also both indirect techniques enable reaching the whole screen from grip.

CursorShift is a method to enable switching between directtouch dragging and cursor interaction. It uses the gaze modality and distinction between tap and drag gestures to accomplish this. The idea is to use an indirect tap to toggle to cursor
mode. At tap, the system determines the distance between the
gaze and tap position (Figure 6a-b). If the distance is lower
than a threshold of 5 cm, it is processed as direct-touch. If it
is higher, cursor mode starts. The cursor then appears at the
user’s gaze position (b). Subsequent drag gestures then drag
the cursor (c). A tap gesture performs a ‘click’ at the cursor
position, and also toggles back to direct-touch mode (d).

Figure 8. Target selection with the three investigated techniques.

BROWSER

Our browser prototype integrates techniques for scrolling and
clicking, menu navigation, and virtual keyboards.

Figure 6. CursorShift is a method to temporally enable a cursor, without
interfering with default direct-touch actions.

Scrolling and Clicking

In cursor mode, there are multiple ways to return to directtouch (Figure 7). First, users can tap and perform a click
to finish the action; whether the target is an object or blank
space. Then, users can use the second hand to touch in the
area of the cursor. This is processed as direct-touch input
conflicting with the cursor, and the cursor is cancelled.

Clicking hyperlinks can be tedious because they are relatively
small. With direct-touch, users perform a well-targeted touch,
or zoom-in before doing so. With CursorShift, users can temporally instance a cursor and click the link. For example,
Figure 9 shows how users do the same task with either cursor
or direct-touch. A second available hand allows to physically
reach and touch the desired target (a). Alternatively, the holding hand’s thumb can select the target as well (b). As the
target in this example is a relatively large area, users can just
look at this area and perform a quick double-tap that combines cursor activation, click, and cursor deactivation.

Figure 7. State model of CursorShift.

CursorShift is suitable for applications that require both
direct-touch input and cursor input. We illustrate its utility
in our next section, particularly in the browser application.

Figure 9. Click an element with direct-touch (a) or with a cursor (b).
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Figure 10 shows how webpage scrolling and hyperlink clicking are interleaved into one flow of interaction. The user is
browsing a wiki, and scrolling the information on the website
(a). Suddenly, a new item becomes interesting, and the user
utilises CursorShift to conveniently click this link (b). Immediately, the user continues scrolling the new site (c).

physically touch on one of the browser elements, it is directly
triggered. When users look at any point in the whole menu
area, and follow up with touch input anywhere else, users acquire a menu pointer, i.e. an indirect handle toward the menu
(Figure 12a).
This menu pointer is based on a mechanism that provides
rapid selection of large targets, and in case of small targets
the option to refine selections. At touch down, the current
gaze target becomes indicated as the potential selection by a
menu pointer. Users can now optionally perform drag gestures to change the selection to another target (Fig. 12b), and
then touch up to confirm (c). Or, users can also just touch up
after touch down, if confident that the right target is selected
at first sight.

Figure 10. A user scrolls the page (a), toggles the cursor to click a link
(b), then continues scrolling the next page (c).

Figure 11 shows how this technique also allows users to perform both tasks bimanually. Users acquire a two-handed grip,
and divide the labour between both hands. For example, to
scroll the website with the right hand, and issue cursor clicks
with the left hand.

Figure 12. Menu navigation: look at the menu and touch down to acquire a menu pointer (a), drag to refine pointer position (b), and touch
up to select the tab (c).

This menu technique extends prior gaze based menus [19,
20]. At touch down the menu pointer’s x position is equal
to the gaze, and the y position lies in the middle of the tabs’
height. The upper row with the tabs and navigation elements
is therefore the first that users can access, as it is expected
to be more frequently used. Overall, the menu integrates the
following drag semantic:
• Drag left-right: changes the menu pointer to another tab,
or to one of the other buttons in the vertical row.
• Drag up: closes the tab that is selected by the menu pointer.
• Drag down: allows access to the address bar.

Figure 11. In a two-handed grip, users can divide cursor control and
website scrolling. The right hand scrolls (a), the left hand clicks a hyperlink (b). The blue circle indicates the invisible touchpad area.

The ‘back’ and ‘add tab’ buttons are placed at the left and
right end of the first row; this allows users to rapidly reach
these positions for successive actions.

This is enabled by including an invisible touchpad area.
When users activate the cursor through CursorShift, an invisible area around the correponding touch position is created.
It is essentially a touchpad area, where users drag the cursor
and click. The area is 7 cm in radius around the initial touch
position, and updates its center point with the initial touch
position of subsequently arriving drag gestures. It disappears
when the cursor disappears. The benefit is that another hand
that issues touch input outside this radius can interact with
direct-touch, or even instance a second cursor for potential
multi-cursor input.

Keyboard

The menu allows rapid access to the address bar, at which the
virtual keyboard is triggered as well. This keyboard is then
direct-touch enabled.
In addition, users can utilise gaze-touch to interact with the
keyboard from a remote touch position. This is particularly
useful when users have a different grip, e.g. at the top of
the tablet, and just want to type a few words. Gaze-touch
to the keyboard activates when the user’s gaze is within the
keyboard, and the user’s touch is not on any of the keys. This
also allows users to additionally use the empty borders of the
keyboard as gaze-touch area to any of the keys.

Menu Navigation

We also integrated gaze for interaction with the browser
menu. We found cursor control for basic menu interactions
too slow, and therefore designed a gaze-touch based browser
menu. The menu supports default operations, e.g. users
can navigate tabs, click ‘back’ and ‘forward’ buttons, and
open/close tabs. The menu is direct-touch enabled. If users

The keys are relatively large by design, as in typical virtual
keyboard designs, but in other contexts (e.g. tablet in portrait
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mode. Then a drag up zooms out, and a drag down zooms
in. This technique is similar to the current single-finger zoom
technique of phones and tablets, but extends it with a relative,
continous zoom.
The visual design is shown at the right side of Figure 14c.
After touch down, a three-element based widget appears. Initially, the finger locates at the center of this widget. When
users move their finger upwards, the map continuously zooms
in; downwards continuously zooms out. Returning to the initial touch down point stops zoom (‘idle’ mode). It is relative
because the further users move their finger away from the initial point, the higher is the zooming gain. To accomplish this,
we mapped the distance between both fingers to a zoom gain
transfer function; which keeps the zoom gain at about a similar level as when performing a unimanual pinch gesture. In
sum, after double-tap-hold, users can zoom in, out, or remain
idle without needing to touch up.

Figure 13. The virtual keyboard allows to use one hand to hold the device, and a second for direct-touch key input (a). Or, users hold the
device and with the same hand issue gaze-touch input to select keys (b).

orientation) can be smaller. Thus, the interaction technique
involves a similar precision enhancing technique as with the
browser menu. Users look at the respective key, and touch
down to acquire a handle. Drag gestures move the handle’s
2D position, to correct potential erroneous initial gaze selections. Advanced key input, such as long-touch for numbers,
is similarly supported: users keep the indirect handle over the
key to simulate a long-touch on it.

Minimap

Some map instances provide users with an additional
overview window, e.g. using a minimap of the world to
rapidly change locations, while the main window provides
standard zooming behaviour. Direct-touch interaction allows
control of both by alternating between both available windows.

MAPS

Map navigation applications come with the tablet, allowing
users to explore locations, or to see how far one place is from
another. To support users in these tasks with tablet-specific
grips in mind, we built the following techniques.
Zooming

With the use of gaze-touch, users can easily reach both windows without relocating the physical touch position. When
a user looks at the minimap, users can indirectly control the
viewport of the minimap. The user touches down with a finger, which renders an indirect handle toward the viewport
(Figure 15a). Then, indirect touch movement directly translates to movement of the viewport (b). After touch down,
users can look elsewhere, as gaze is only used to initially acquire the indirect handle.

In addition to standard direct pinch-to-zoom (Figure 14a), we
designed two zooming techniques that are specifically useful during grip. They activate when all used touch points
were detected as indirect using the gaze-shifting principle (5
cm gaze-to-touch distance); otherwise direct-touch zooming
is enabled. Both indirect techniques enable zoom-in at the
gaze position, however we fixed the zoom-out position to the
screen’s center as we found it unnatural to zoom-out at gaze.
2F-grip-zoom (Fig. 14b): This technique is used during a two
handed grip, where one hand is at each side of the tablet making only two thumb fingers available. By drawing the thumbs
apart, users zoom in. In principle users can do the same with
direct-touch already — however the distinct benefit is that
users can direct their gaze to zoom where they want (instead
of only in the center of the thumbs as in direct-touch). We also
modified the zooming gain because the two thumbs disallow
large movement. The gain depends on the distance between
both fingers: with increasing distance, the gain increases and
thus allows fast zoom in this grip.

Figure 15. By gaze-touch on a minimap, users pan long distances with a
single drag gesture from remote.

Bimanual Combinations with Markers

Users can also add markers at locations of the map, as reminders of places, or for measuring the distance between two
markers. This can be done with both direct-touch and indirect
cursor controls utilising CursorShift. For direct-touch, users
reach to a position. For cursor control, users look at the desired position, and tap indirectly to activate a cursor. Then
users can perform three actions with the techniques:

Figure 14. Our maps application supports three zoom variants: direct
pinch-to-zoom (a), two-thumb gaze based pinch-to-zoom (b), and onethumb relative gaze-based zoom (c).

• Create marker: long-touch on marker-free space.
• Drag marker: double-tap-drag on an existing marker.
• Delete marker: long-touch on existing marker.

1F-grip-zoom (Fig. 14c): Single-finger zoom is particularly
useful when users hold the tablet and intend to navigate maps
with the same hand. As single-finger drag is used for panning,
users perform a double-tap-drag gesture to activate zoom

These actions combine with the other map techniques when
using bimanual input (Figure 16):
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• Bimanual direct-touch + gaze-touch (a): users can drag a
marker with direct-touch (1), while they use gaze-touch
on the minimap to quickly travel a distance (2), and then
drop the marker (3). This allows to drag markers to longdistance locations.
• Bimanual direct-touch + cursor (b): users can acquire and
hold a marker with the cursor (1). While they do this, they
can pan the map with the free hand to find the location the
marker should be dropped at (2).
• Bimanual gaze-touch + indirect cursor (c): lastly, users can
create a marker with the cursor as in the previous example
(1). At the same time, gaze-touch is used for single-finger
zooming (2).

Figure 17. In both UIs, scroll gestures affect the view the user is looking
at. The scrolled views are highlighted with an orange border.

Image and Folder Selection

In addition to the scrolling, the first UI enables users to
rapidly select images or folders by a single tap. The images
are displayed relatively large in the gallery in order to make
them visible to the user. This makes it sufficient to use gaze
selection instead of more precise cursor input.
Figure 18 shows selection examples with both techniques.
Users can directly select the image with the free hand when
looking at it (a). The image view shows up, and by touching the ‘back’ button, users can return to the image grid (b).
In case the second hand is not available, users can perform
the same actions with the tablet-holding hand. To accomplish
this, users look at the image and tap with the free thumb (c).
This opens the image. To return to the grid view, users look
at the back button, and issue a tap from remote (d). Both
direct-touch and gaze-touch variant are useful: e.g., direct input clearly shows others which image is selected, while gazetouch allows users to frequently open/close images with minimal hand movement.

Figure 16. Three bimanual combinations to perform three compound
tasks: direct marker dragging with indirect minimap control (a), direct
panning with cursor based marker control (b), and indirect zooming
with cursor based marker input (c).

GALLERY

An image gallery allows users to browse the images stored
in their tablet. The design of our prototype is based on typical gallery applications, enabling users to scroll through image folders and view them in different scales. We describe
scrolling, image selection, and image dragging.
Area Scrolling

The gallery is based on two user interfaces. The first UI consists of two areas (Fig. 17a-b). The first area is a grid of
images, and the second area is a smaller panel at the left that
lists folders ordered by month. After selecting an image in the
first UI, users get to the second UI (Fig. 17c-d). This shows
the corresponding image enlarged, and in addition provides a
horizontal quick list at the bottom with small images.
Figure 18. A dynamic switching mechanism allows direct- and gazetouch image navigation. With direct-touch, users physically touch the
image and the ‘back’ button (a-b). With gaze-touch, users can comfortably use the same finger to do the same actions without using a second
hand (c-d).

The drag gestures scroll the area of the UI that users are looking at. At touch events, the system determines which area the
user looks at. Drag gestures are then forwarded to the corresponding area. This provides users with the capability to
scroll any area in the given UI with a single finger, without
the need to leave their current grip. In our first UI, users can
look at the list of month folders and scroll it (Figure 17a), or
look at the image grid to scroll it (b). In the second UI, users
can look at the quick list to scroll it (c), or at the enlarged
image to flick to the previous/next image (d).

Bimanual Combinations with Image Dragging

In the following examples, we show how users bimanually
use image dragging with the scrolling techniques. A longtouch on an image acquires it, and then users can drag to a
new location.
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Figure 19. The same task can be performed with different bimanual technique combinations. Touches highlighted in white, gaze as red circles.

Image dragging is possible with both direct-touch and gazetouch. Users can directly touch on an image, while looking
close to it; or indirectly grab a target by looking at the image,
and touching down from a grip position. Notably, with gazetouch, after users selected the image, gaze has no effect —
and touch takes over to manipulate the target.

Our work shows that tablet interactions can be simplified
through the introduction of gaze onto tablets. Our study of
a gaze-enabled homescreen demonstrates this best: the simple task of selecting an application that required two hands,
is now reduced to simple unimanual input. We also show that
diverse interactions from precise (select hyperlink) to coarse
(change tab) ranges can be supported with our browser application; in essence, a single touch position can interact with
the whole browser. In addition to the examples in the maps
and image gallery application, we find that there are numerous basic interactions on tablets that, with gaze and touch input, can become simpler to use with one hand, and require
less physical effort.

The image dragging technique fluidly combines with the
scrolling techniques. For example, users can use direct-touch
to grab an image, while they use their grip-hand to scroll the
two views (19a). When the desired location is found, users
return to direct-touch and drag the image to the location.
In addition, users can perform these actions with unimanual
input of the free hand (Figure 19b). As in the previous example, the index finger directly grabs an image. However, then
the thumb of the same hand is used to scroll the month view,
and then the grid view. When a desired place is found, users
drop the image by releasing the index finger’s touch input.

Our applications highlight novel bimanual interactions that
users can employ, whether in a two-handed grip or in a onehanded grip with a second freely available hand. Combinations include use of direct-touch and gaze-touch, directtouch and cursor, or gaze-touch and cursor inputs. This is enabled by applying previously developed input shifting methods to tablet contexts [19, 20], as well as our CursorShift
method that provides users with easy switching between cursor and direct-touch input. For each hand, users can switch
between input modes, and their combination yields the ability
to perform advanced compound tasks, such as image dragging while scrolling the gallery, zooming while holding a
marker, or moving a cursor while scrolling a website.

Lastly, users can perform all these actions with gaze-touch in
a two-handed grip of the device (Figure 19c). At look at the
desired image, users touch down with the right hand’s thumb.
While keeping dragged on the image, the other hand’s thumb
scrolls the month view, and then the grid view. Finally, users
drag the image to a position, and release the image. The indirect dragging is implemented with a higher control-display
gain, compensating for the small movement that the thumb
can perform.

Gaze can change interaction with existing manual interfaces,
as our applications demonstrated how interaction with default
direct-touch UIs could transform into unimanual, single-grip,
thumb-only interaction. It is unclear whether transforming a
direct UI to an indirect UI on the tablet is a step forward, or a
step back. While in past, users mainly interacted with indirect
input on desktop systems, now direct-touch mobile devices
are in focus; although desktop computers are still used in
productive environments. Rather than increasing the tablet’s
capabilities with indirect input which can be considered as
counterintuitive, we strive for a balance between supporting

DISCUSSION

In this paper we investigated how gaze integrates into multitouch based tablet UIs, and presented techniques that specifically enable users to interact with the whole screen using the
same hand that grips the tablet. We described three applications that demonstrate the utility of these techniques on tablet
computers, and describe how gaze, touch, and cursor input
can be designed for combined use on tablet UIs.
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gaze-enhanced indirect input and direct-touch input through
novel techniques and modality combinations for tablets.
Our work comes with limitations regarding technical feasibility and user evaluation. The use of multiple interaction
styles and techniques enables a rich extended input vocabulary on tablets. In our initial study, we found that users can
successfully employ basic gaze and touch based interaction
on a homescreen task in a fixed setting. However, our applications go beyond single-technique approaches and with
it can increase complexity, and future evaluation is needed
to better understand relevant factors such as performance, affordance, and learnability. Additionally, our techniques are
currently limited to stationary tablet usage. Here issues include occlusion of the eye tracker’s camera when users reach
in with their hand, no support of tablet orientation change,
and gaze inaccuracy. Eye trackers are becoming smaller and
versatile, which made our dynamic interactions possible. Our
study indicated that users can utilise gaze for large targets in
a stationary setup; for more precision users can employ our
cursor techniques. Further study of the techniques are needed
in order to tease out the right parameters, and to understand
their feasibility in more natural tablet scenarios.
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CONCLUSION

We presented an exploration of gaze and touch interactions
on tablet devices to increase interaction possibilities with the
hand that holds the device. We evaluated this interaction techniques against the baseline of direct-touch, and found it is
slightly slower but allows unimanual use of the device with
less physical effort. We developed CursorShift, a technique
that allows users to seamlessly switch between direct-touch
input, the current status-quo interaction technique on tablets,
and cursor input, the current status-quo interaction technique
on desktop systems. We presented three applications that describe gaze and touch based interaction techniques and combined use of touch, gaze, and cursor inputs. Taken together,
we show that through the design of compound techniques, we
enable users to leverage single-grip, single-hand, and singlefinger input for many of the current tablet interactions that
require two hands.
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